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THE GREAT GLEN ELLEN CAPER
 These are dark days for the Bullsheet staff. Not only do 
we have to deal with the impending stress of interviews, but 
something much darker has occurred in the office this weekend. 
One of our dear editors, James Whitney, left his 2/3rds-empty 
bottle of Glen Ellen Reserve California Merlot behind the couch 
(for emergencies only). It was last seen Saturday around 5pm. 
Sunday evening, it was gone.

The mystery continues...

 I’ve thought a lot about this incident. For some 
reason, I just can’t shake it. How could somebody have 
done this? Even worse yet, another Bullsheet editor out 
to end me, presumably the culprit, framed me for the 
crime. So, I am left with no choice but to clear my name, 
and solve the case...

-text conversation between James Whitney (left) and Jack May (right), 

from Sunday, March 28th, 2021.

-the wine in question,

WHO STOLE JAMES WHITNEY’S WINE?

THE USUAL SUSPECTS:

Charlie Schweiger
Possible Motives: 
-likes wine, the bottle was there
-frame Jack (FUN FACT: Charlie hates Jack)
-enjoys using his power to take advantage of those below him
Alibi? 
-Nina?
-???

Jack May
Possible Motives: 
-also enjoys wine
-thought it was his own shitty bottle of wine
-revenge for the thousands of Venmo transactions Jack has paid James
Alibi? 
-it wasn’t me
-I know it wasn’t me
-but what would John Locke say?
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WINE & CRIME

-Jack May, Public Investigator

Katie Kerrigan
Possible Motives: 
-likes wine too maybe?
-doesn’t like to leave her apartment
-probably was not Katie
Alibi? 
-roomies <3

James Whitney
Possible Motives: 
-forgot he drank it
-blamed Jack
Alibi? 
-none

Betsy Wagner
Possible Motives: 
-ate some really spicy cheetos in the office
-needed refreshment desperately
-secretly an alcoholic?
Alibi? 
-Zach Gnelson where are you when we need 
you most?!

LOCATING THE HOSTAGE:

Swasey Chapel
Also known as The Tower of Terror. Many have 
climbed, few have returned. First guess for any miss-
ing persons case.

James’ Stomach
Theoretically it should a few days past potential 
digestion, but if we examine James’ feces closely 
enough, we may discover traces.

Still in the office
Usually pretty plausible, although I did just clean the 
office on Friday so it’s uncomfortably tidy right now.

Shattered!
I did, in my investigations, notice traces of glass on 
the walk from Knapp to East quad. If the autopsy 
comes back as a match, we’ll that this was no wine-
napping. It was wine-MURDER. In which case, we 
must find...

THE MURDER WEAPON:

-Nerf gun
-big stick
-gravity?
-William Kelsey
-another bottle of wine
-decomposition

-pledges
-small black hole
-small butthole (ouch)
-baseball bat
-time gun
-smegma

THINK YOU CRACKED THE 
CASE, YOU SLEUTH?
FLIP OVER THE SHEET TO FIND 
OUT WHAT REALLY HAPPENED!

THE ANSWER: Jack and Betsy came into the office Saturday night 
to retrieve said bottle of wine at the request of Adam [LAST NAME 
REDACTED] and Rohan Arora (Editor-in-Chief of the Denisonian, 
class of ‘22). Instead of drinking any of it, Jack May decided to shatter 
the bottle against the concrete.


